This study guide is due for a grade on the day of the exam: Friday, 2/3/2017. You will also have a notebook check on pages 1-11 during the exam. BE PREPARED!

Define the following terms

A. Jane Addams
B. correlation
C. dependent variable
D. group conformity
E. hypothesis
F. independent variable
G. latent function
H. manifest function
I. Harriet Martineau
J. questionnaire
K. social dynamics

Answer the following questions

1. List and explain the three theoretical perspectives of sociology.
2. Compare and contrast mechanical solidarity and organic solidarity.
3. Karl Marx believed class conflict was inevitable. Why?
4. How is a manifest function different from a latent function? Give an example of each.
5. What are the three standards for determining a causal relationship between two variables?
6. Compare and contrast quantitative and qualitative research/variables. Give an example of each.
7. Compare and contrast open-ended and closed-ended questions. Give an example of each.
8. Correlations can be positive, negative or zero. Give an example of each (include a small graph for a visual).